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Express CARE 
in Carbon County 
TWO NEW LOCATIONS NOW OFFERING CONVENIENT CARE 
If winter germs are taking their toll on you, 
or your back is aching after another round 
of snow shoveling, you can find walk-in care 
available at one of two new ExpressCARE 
locations in Carbon County. 
LVHN ExpressCARE-Lehighton 
363 N. First St., Lehighton 
Daily: 8 a.m.-8 p.m. 
LVHN ExpressCARE-Palmerton 
528 Delaware Ave., Palmerton 
Mon.-Fri.: 8 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat.-Sun.: 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Both locations recently 
opened in Carbon County 
and offer access to conve-
nie nt LVHN care. The team at 
ExpressCARE can treat minor 
illnesses or injuries, such as 
coughs, colds, sprains, strains, 
cuts, rashes and more. No 
appointment is ever needed. 
Learn more about all of our 
ExpressCARE locations at 
L VH N.org/ expresscare. 4 
UN RIVALED PARTNE RS 
Lehigh Valley 
Health Network 
1!1 Coordinated Health 
PART OF LEHIGH VALLEY HEALTH NETWORK 
COORDINATED HEALTH JOINS LEHIGH VALLEY HEALTH NETWORK 
Coordinated Health, a regional orthopedics, primary care and specialty care 
provider, is now part of Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHNl. This union affirms 
LVH N's commitment to provide world-class orthopedic and specialty care to 
our patients and community. New and current patients can continue to count 
on t he same outstanding care provided by Coordinated Health, now with 
the support of LVHN - including future access to one electronic medical 
record through Epic to seamlessly manage your care. Patients can continue 
t o see Coordinated Health physician care teams in their same locations while 
maintaining access to the strength and breadth of LVHN services. 
Access to care 
To cont inue your relationship with a Coordinated Health provider or make a 
new appointment, call Coordinated Health at 610-861-8080. You can continue 
to reach LVHN by calling 888-402-LVHN (5846). 
' 
CARES PROGRAM CARES FOR DAVE 
TELEHEALTH TECHNOLOGY HELPS DAVE BINDER STAY WELL AT HOME 
FOR DAVE BIN DER, A VIETNAM VETERAN, 
A PACKED SCHEDULE EACH WEEK WAS 
HIS VERSION OF NORMAL. "I managed the 
inventory of four garages for PPL before I 
retired," says Dave. The long hours didn't 
stop after work. He accumulated over 
76,200 hours of volunteer service, earning 
him Lehigh County's Unsung Hero Award 
in 2010 for volunteerism and selflessness. 
"Our sons outgrew scouting, but Dave 
didn't," says his wife, Lois. He still volun-
teers with a variety of organizations from 
Boy Scouts to The Allentown Flag Day 
Association's board and Lehigh Valley 
Military Affairs Council. With such a busy 
schedule, you would never guess that 
Dave has complicated health issues. 
Caring about the details 
Dave has congestive heart failure (CHF), 
a chronic qmdition that means his heart 
can't pump blood as effectively as it once 
did. "For some patients , like Dave, finding 
the right dosage of medication can be 
complex," says physician Monika Mahajan, 
MD, with LVPG Internal Medicine. "For 
example, medication used for Dave's CHF 
can affect kidney function, so it's important 
to monitor his weight, blood pressure and 
b lood oxygen levels." 
To keep tabs on those important metrics, 
he is part of CARES - Continuous Ambulato-
ry Remote Engagement Services program. 
HEALTH TIP 
CARES program is available to 
patients with chronic heart or 
respiratory conditions, like 
congestive heart failure. Learn more 
by calling 888-402-LVHN (5846). 
STORY BY KATIE CAVENDER 
"Dave's physician said he was a good candi-
date for CARES, and we love it," Lois says. 
CARES to the rescue 
A member of Lehigh Valley Health 
Network's (LVHN) CARES team set up tele-
health equipment at the Binders' home and 
showed them how to use it. "It's simple. 
Dave weighs himself on the scale, and we 
check his blood pressure and blood oxy-
gen level. Information is automatically sent 
to the LVHN care team daily," says Lois. 
"CARES prevents readmissions to the 
hospital." says cardiologist Nauman Islam, 
MD, with LVPG Cardiology. "If a person 
gains weight overnight, we're alerted and 
can adjust medication or schedule an ap-
pointment. We're able to respond quickly 
and can be involved in the patient's care 
on a day-to-day basis." 
Caring for the community 
"He's a miracle. That's what every doctor 
who sees him says," Lois says. "And she 
takes pretty good care of me too," says 
Dave in reply. As for Dave's schedule, it's 
slowed down a bit, but he s till makes it to 
the gym, does some yard work and - as 
you might have guessed - makes time for 
volunteering. ~ 
Monika Mahajan, MD 
Internal medicine 
LVHN.org/Mahajan 
Nauman Islam, MD 
Cardiology 
L VH N.org/lslam 
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Tackling Sports Injury 
With Teamwork 
LVPG SPORTS MEDICINE 
HELPED EMMAUS' SONE NTOH 
RETURN TO FOOTBALL 
AFTER MCL SPRAIN 
STORY BY KRISTEN CHANLEY 
WHEN SONE NTOH, 18, SETS A GOAL, 
NOTHING STANDS IN HIS WAY. 
Before starting his senior year at 
Emmaus High School in 2018, Ntoh's 
goal was to p lay college football 
at a top university. He trained hard 
and committed to his s tudies. What 
he didn't prepare for: a devastating 
knee injury during the second game 
of his senior season. 
"In that moment, I thought my 
hard work and goals were going to 
slip away," says Ntoh, who was the 
starting running back. "I remember 
getting back to the training room and 
just crying." 
Gabe Lewullis, MD 
Sports medicine 
• LVHN.org/Lewullis 
Elizabeth Del Re 
Athletic training 
On-the-spot support and diagnosis 
Ntoh's season was far from over. Thanks 
to a partnership between East Penn 
School District and Lehigh Valley Health 
Network (LVHN), medical resources were 
already on the sideline. 
Orthopedic surgeon Gabe Lewullis, 
MD, medical director of sports medicine 
for Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN), 
quickly diagnosed Ntoh with a sprained 
medial collateral ligament (MCL), a 
ligament that stabilizes the inner part of 
the knee. 
"MCL sprains cause a lot of stiffness 
and tightness, but they usually heal with-
out surgery," Lewullis says. 
Road to recovery 
A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
scan confirmed the diagnosis and 
showed no additional injuries, so Lewullis 
and athletic trainer Elizabeth Del Re got 
to work developing a recovery and reha-
bilitation plan. Del Re, who is trained in 
therapeutic rehabilitation, concentrated 
on strengthening the muscles surround-
ing his knee during daily sessions at the 
teen's high school athletic training room. 
"After training through LVHN's sports 
performance program for years, Sone was 
already fit and strong," Del Re says. "It 
didn't take long to rebuild the surround-
ing muscles." 
Back in the game 
After three weeks of hard work, Ntoh 
rejoined the lineup. "Daily rehab helped 
me go from being unable to walk to being 
back on the field and playing," he says. 
With Ntoh back in action, his team 
earned a spot in the district final, and he 
was nominated for Male Athlete of the Year. 
More importantly, he achieved his 
goal and now plays football at Harvard 
University. "My confidence is comple tely 
back," Ntoh says. "I couldn't have gotten 
here without the LVHN sports medicine 
team." 4 
Ntoh achieved his 
goal and now plays 
football at Harvard 
University. 
~ 
are a seasoned 
Knee Pain 101: Is It Time to See a Specialist? 
LVPG ORTHOPEDIC EX PERTS GIVE RUNDOWN ON SURGERY, TREATMENTS AND MORE 
KN EE PAIN CAN BE MANY TH INGS-
DEBILITATING, LIMITING, LIFE 
DISRUPTING- BUT THERE'S ONE 
THING IT'S NOT: SOMETHING YOU'RE 
FORCED TO LIVE WITH. But when do 
you need the help of an expert? 
"Not all knee pain is serious, but 
some knee injuries and conditions, 
such as osteoarthritis, can lead to 
increasing pain, joint damage and 
disability if le ft untreated," says 
orthopedic surgeon Steven Puccio, DO, 
with LVPG Orthopedics and Sports 
Medicine -Health & Wellness Center 
in Hazle Township. "And if you've had a 
knee injury - even a minor one - you're 
more likely to have similar injuries in 
the future." 
HOLD THE SCALPEL 
Nonsurgical Knee Pain Treatment 
REST AND ICE 
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY MEDICATIONS 
CORTISONE INJECTIONS 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 
STORY BY EMILY SHIFFER 
Types of knee pain 
"Knee pain can present itself suddenly 
during a physical activity or accident, 
or become worse over time," says 
orthopedic surgeon Karl Helm old, MD, 
with LVPG Orthopedics-Schuylkill 
Manor Road. Knee pain is usually 
classified in two ways: 
• Acute: sudden knee pain 
"In this situation there is usually some 
type of physical injury," Helmold says. 
"For example, a ligament sprain, muscle 
tear, fracture or cartilage injury." 
·Chronic: constant prolonged pain 
"Chronic knee pain associated with activ-
ity in older individuals is often a result of 
wear and tear in the joint," Helmold says. 
"This results in arthritis from cartilage 
degeneration and tears. Other causes are 
tendonitis and bursitis." 
HEALTH TIP 
Is knee pain making daily 
activities difficult? 
Take our assessment at 
L VH N.org/hyjointpain. 
Steven Puccio, DO 
Orthopedics 
LVHN.org/Puccio 
Karl Helmold, MD 
Orthopedics 
LVH N.org/Helmold 
When to see a specialist 
Before you make an appointment, try 
easing the pain through "conservative 
measures." 
"Normal conservative measures, 
such as anti-inflammatory medica-
tions, rest and ice, should provide 
relief. However, if you still have knee 
pain after seven to lO days of conser-
vative care, then it's time to seek the 
attention of an orthopedic specialist," 
Puccio says. 
What comes next 
X-rays or magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) may be ordered to help 
understand the source of pain. Using 
that information, p lus your description 
of the pain, your specialist can make 
recommendations. 
"If people fail home remedies after 
two weeks, I instruct them to begin a 
course of physical therapy lasting four 
to six weeks that helps restore their 
gait (walking) patterns," Puccio says. 
After multiple measures have been 
taken, only then is surgery a possi-
bility. "Surgery is indicated when all 
conservative measures have failed," 
Helmold says. "But we will do ev-
erything we can to help you remain 
active without it." 4 
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A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER IS UNIQUELY QUALIFIED 
TO GUIDE YOUR CARE BECAUSE HE OR SHE CAN ... 
Solve mysteries 
Common and troubling symptoms can 
be caused by a range of problems, 
and PCPs sleuth out other evidence to 
discover underlying issues. "One of the 
biggest complaints is fatigue," says 
family medicine physician Kenneth 
Sharp, DO, with LVPG Family Medicine-
Lehighton. "I make sure there's not a 
reason like anemia, infection, thyroid 
dysfunction, diabetes or Lyme disease. 
If everything seems normal, we direct 
conversation to things like activity, 
diet and weight." 
Every visit will entail 
basic checks of blood 
pressure and weight, 
along with relevant 
conversations about diet, 
exercise and smoking. 
Your PCP also will keep 
tabs on whether you're up 
to date on immunizations, 
including flu shots. 
Keep abreast of changes 
Your doctor may notice shifts in your 
appearance that you don't. "When you 
see yourself every day, you often don't 
notice gradual changes, but they'll 
stand out to me," Sharp says. Guide-
lines also change. "For example, 
there's a new shingles vaccine, and 
the recommendation now is to get it at 
50, not 60," Lenko says. 
Monitor your test timetable 
Screenings such as colonoscopies, mam-
mograms and blood tests for cholesterol, 
glucose and others can vary by age, fam-
ily history, previous findings and overall 
health. "Your physician will discuss 
appropriate tests to order or not," Lenko 
says. "You shouldn't have to worry about 
tracking everything - that's our job." 
Simplify care 
"People often don't know what kind 
of doctor to see, and I can help direct 
them," Sharp says. "A person who is short 
of breath may assume they need a lung 
doctor but a heart issue is more likely." 
In many cases, a primary care doctor 
can provide care you need. 
consistent I~ 
Refer you to specialists 
In cases where a specialist can help, 
your primary care doctor can facilitate 
expert treatment, often in areas such as 
cardiology, oncology, orthopedics, rheu-
matology, endocrinology and behavioral 
health. "We work closely with other doc-
tors and in many cases have completed 
first steps that are helpful when you see 
a specialist," Lenko says. 
Provide a va riety of care 
Primary care physicians all provide 
excellent general medicine and similar 
services, but you may prefer one type of 
doctor over another depending on his 
or her approach. Internal medicine and 
family medicine physicians both provide 
wide-ranging care for adults. Adults who 
see an internal medicine doctor may 
take their kids to see a pediatrician, who 
provides general care specifically for chil-
dren. Family medicine doctors focus on 
the entire family, including children. "My 
patients often include multiple members 
of the same family," Sharp says. "A PCP 
almost becomes part of the family." 4 
HEALTH T IP 
Schedule a visit with a primary 
care provider <PCP> this year. 
Visit LVHN.org/find-a-doctor 
or caii888-402-LVHN (5846) 
to schedule. 
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YOUR GUIDE TO GOOD HEALTH IN 
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY 
BRINGING LVHN CARE AND SERVICES CLOSE TO HOME 
A GOOD HEALTH PARTNER 
PROVIDES THE CARE YOU NEED 
CLOSE TO WHERE YOU LIVE, WORK 
AND PLAY. That's why Lehigh 
Valley Health Network's (LVHN) 
presence in Northampton County 
has expanded to include many 
options in primary and specialty 
care to make sure the care you 
need is close to home. From walk-in 
ExpressCARE to world-class cancer 
care and everything in between, 
here's your guide to LVHN in 
Northampton County. 
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STORY BY RICK MARTU SCELLI 
Opening Summer 2021 
INTRODUCING LEHIGH VALLEY HOSPITAL-HECKTOW N OAKS 
LVHN's newest hospital, Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)-Hecktown Oaks, 
will be conveniently located off Route 33 along Hecktown Road. 
• Warm and welcoming private patient rooms 
• Highest level of emergency care for adults and children 
• Care from Lehigh Valley Reilly Children's Hospital, Lehigh Valley Cancer 
Institute, Lehigh Valley Heart Institute and Lehigh Valley Institute for 
Surgical Excellence specialists 
• State-of-the-art surgical suites providing orthopedic, breast, ENT, 
ophthalmology, general surgery and more 
• Joint and Spine Center providing orthopedic, rheumatology, pain, 
physiatry and chiropractic care 
• Advanced imaging, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron 
emission tomography (PET) and computed tomography (CT) scans 
• Breast health services 
• Comprehensive rehabilitation 
Care for your family 
Whether for routine wellness visits, 
preventive screenings or care when 
you are ill, you appreciate the con-
venience of having a primary care 
provider around the corner. 
• LVPG Family Medicine-Bath 
• LVPG Family Medicine-Bangor 
• LVPG Family Medicine-Easton 
• LVPG Family Medicine-Easton 
Avenue 
• LVPG Family Medicine-Hellertown 
• LVPG Family Medicine-Muhlenberg 
• LVPG Family Medicine- Nazareth 
• LVPG Internal Medicine-Nazareth 
Road 
• LVPG Family & Internal Medicine-
Bethlehem Township 
• 15 outpatient rehabilitation facilities 
located throughout county 
Care for your heart 
Care for your kids 
It's comforting to know you don't 
have to leave town to get special 
care for your kids. Lehigh Valley 
Reilly Children's Hospital gives 
you what you need, whether it's 
care in the hospital or your 
hometown. Find your practice: 
• New: LVPG Pediatrics-Easton 
• Coming soon: LVPG Pediatrics-
Forks 
• LVPG Pediatrics- Palmer Township 
• LVPG Pediatric Surgical 
Specialties- Palmer Township 
• LVPG Pediatrics-Madison Farms 
• Rehabilitation Services-Palmer 
Township (offers pediatric 
rehabilitation) 
Lehigh Va lley Heart Institute's newest practice, LVPG 
Cardiology-Easton-Phil lipsburg, is an old friend to the 
community, having provided expert heart care for the 
last 40 years. The care team includes six cardiologists 
specializing in cardiovascu lar disease, internal 
medicine and nuclear medicine. 
HEALTH TIP 
To learn more about the importance of 
a primary care provider in your area, 
turn to page 6. Make an appointment 
through MyLVHN, or visit 
LVHN.org/find-a-doctor or call 
888-402-LVHN (5846) to schedule. 
Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute 
in Northampton County 
This community has access to the 
latest cancer treatments, innovative 
clinical trials and a team approach to 
care through the Cancer Institute's 
membership in the Memorial Sloan 
Kettering Cancer Alliance. 
NEW PARTNERS 
Mariette Austin, MD, PhD 
L VH N.org/ Austin 
After providing cancer care in 
Northampton County for the last 20 years, 
Austin is now with LVPG Hematology 
Oncology- Easton. She specializes in 
treating many types of cancer including 
bladder, breast, pancreatic, 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma and more. 
Christine Kim, MD 
L VH N.org/Kim 
Kim specializes in robotic surgery 
and treatment of cervical, ovarian, 
vaginal, vulvar and uterine cancer, 
as well as benign gynecologic 
conditions and endometriosis. 4 
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LEHIGH VALLEY CANCER INSTITUTE PATIENT STORY 
GRATEFUL -P_ARTN ERS 
THANKS TO EXTRAORDINARY CARE FROM HIS LEHIGH VALLEY CANCER INSTITUTETEAM_, 
JAMES GARY BEGINS MARRIED LIFE FREE OF STAGE 4 COLON CANCER 
STORY BY SIDNEY STEVENS 
TRUCK DRIVER JAMES GARY IS NO 
STRANGER TO SITIING FOR LONG 
STRETCHES ON THE ROAD. When he 
started experiencing abdominal pain 
and noticed abnormal bowel move-
ments, including blood in his stool, 
the 44-year-old Auburn, Pa., resident 
chalked it up to hemorrhoids or irri-
table bowel syndrome related to his 
extended time at the wheel. 
By August 2017, the pain was so bad 
his fiancee urged him to see a doctor, 
who immediately scheduled a colo-
noscopy. "My fiancee looked terrified 
when they wheeled me out after only 
five minutes, and no one would look 
at her," Gary says. "Turns out I had a 
colon tumor so big they couldn't get the 
scope by it." 
The couple was devastated, and not 
just by Gary's bad health news - they 
were in the middle of planning their 
wedding just six months away. In a 
flash, they'd gone from dreaming about 
their future together to wondering how 
much future they actually had. Even in 
the face of an intensive treatment plan, 
they bravely vowed to push on. 
IN A FLASH, 
THEY'D GONE FROM 
DREAMING ABOUT 
THEIR FUTURE 
TOGETHER TO 
WONDERING HOW 
MUCH FUTURE THEY 
ACTUALLY HAD. 
YOU'RE INVITED 
Join us for our Colon-Rectal Cancer 
Community Forum on March 12 at 
L VH-Cedar Crest. See details in class 
insert or caii888-402-LVHN (5846) for 
information and to register. 
LEHIGH VALLEY CANCER INST ITUT E PATIENT STORY 
"WE HAVE A N EXCELLENT TU MOR BOARD WHERE ALL THE DOCTORS 
WORK TOGETH ER TO COME UP WITH TH E BEST PLAN FOR EACH PATIENT." 
Mikhail Rakhmanine, MD 
Colon and rectal surgery 
L VH N.org/Rakhmanine 
Jeffrey Brodsky, MD 
Surgical oncology 
• LVHN.org/Brodsky 
Maged Khalil, MD 
Oncology 
• LVHN.org/ Khalil 
Team action 
In October 2017, Gary was referred to 
colon and rectal surgeon Mikhail Rakh-
manine, MD, with Lehigh Valley Cancer In-
stitute, to remove his colon tumor. But bad 
news got worse: during his pre-surgical 
workup, an MRI showed multiple metastat-
ic tumors in both lobes of his liver. Gary's 
cancer was officially stage 4. 
Rakhmanine put surgery on hold and 
contacted his Cancer Institute colleagues, 
hematologist oncologist Maged Khalil, 
MD, and surgical oncologist Jeffrey 
Brodsky, MD, to devise a coordinated care 
plan. "Cancer treatment these days is a 
group approach," Rakhrnanine says. "We 
have an excellent tumor board where all 
the doctors work together to come up with 
the best plan for each patient." 
Gary's plan began with three months 
of chemotherapy (six cycles) at Lehigh 
Valley Cancer Institute in hopes of shrink-
ing the tumors enough for surgery. "He 
tolerated chemotherapy exceptionally 
well," Khalil says. "When we repeated his 
scans in January 2018, they showed the 
tumors had responded, particularly his 
liver tumors - only three remained on the 
right side. At that point, surgery became a 
real option." 
Surgical success 
Gary underwent surgery with Brodsky 
the following month to remove the entire 
right lobe of his liver. "Some patients are 
candidates to do both liver and colon 
surgery at the same time," Brodsky says. 
"But because of the amount of liver we 
needed to remove, the team didn't think 
it was a good idea. We decided to get the 
metastatic disease out first." 
By March, Gary had regained enough 
strength to say "I do" as planned. How-
ever, the couple reluctantly agreed to skip 
their honeymoon so he could undergo six 
more rounds of chemotherapy. In June, 
Rakhmanine removed his colon tumor. 
Culture of caring 
Today, nearly two years since his first 
surgery, Gary's scans continue to show 
no evidence of cancer. He's back on the 
road again for work and is beyond grateful 
for his medical team's skill, as well as the 
compassion shown by oncology nurse 
Mary Cay Altmiller, RN, and nurse prac-
titioners Dena Wich, CRNP, and Kristen 
Wismer, CRNP. 
"Everyone at Lehigh Valley Health Net-
work was wonderful," he says. "My nurse 
practitioners continued to check in to see 
how I was feeling. We felt like friends 
- always welcome. It was an amazing 
experience." 
Best of all, with Wich's help, the couple 
finally got to enjoy the honeymoon of 
their dreams in early 2019 - a weeklong 
whirlwind adventure in Florida, courtesy 
of an organization called For Pete's Sake 
that provides free vacations for cancer 
patients. 4 
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MOTHERHOOD PARTNERS 
Our obstetricians, midwives, registered nurses and advanced practice 
clinicians are a bit like a "mom squad" for you, but with medical degrees 
and extensive experience to take excellent care of you and your baby. 
Our team will celebrate your pregnancy, help you stay healthy through-
out, and be there for every milestone leading up to your baby's birth. 
And when you're just beginning to think about starting a family, they have 
developed an informative Motherhood Partners guide with frequently 
asked questions. 
HERE'S A SAMPLING OF SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
TO HELP YOU ON YOUR PREGNANCY JOURNEY. 
When should I tell 
someone I'm trying? 
As soon as you begin to think 
about having children you should 
discuss this with your obstetri-
cian, midwife or primary health 
care provider. If you have a 
chronic medical condition or use 
a medication to treat a chronic 
condition, you should ideally 
speak with a physician before be-
coming pregnant, or if not before, 
as soon as you know. 
Choosing to tell others is your 
preference. Some people do not 
tell anyone that they are trying to 
become pregnant because this is 
a personal decision. 
How will my preexist-
ing health conditions 
affect my fertility? 
If you have a preexisting medical 
condition, you and your obste-
trician should discuss how your 
medical condition or its treat-
ment may affect your fertility. 
Should your condition affect 
fertility, your obstetrician can 
guide you in further care. 
What should I look 
for in an obstetrics 
provider? 
At LVHN, you have many pro-
vider options for your prenatal 
care and birth experience. You 
can select an obstetrician or a 
midwife. In the office you also 
can be seen by nurse practi-
tioners and physician assistants. 
For uncomplicated pregnancies, 
LVH N offers both physician and 
midwifery delivery options. 
How is my due date 
determined? 
Your due date is based on the 
first day of your last period, 
and it is determined or confirmed 
by your first ultrasound. 
Read the rest of 
the guide. 
For more information and 
FAQs, download your free 
Motherhood Partners 
informational guide at 
L VH N.org/hymotherhood. 
Safe Sleep for Babies 
TIPS FOR SAFE SLEEP- EVERY NIGHT 
AND EVERY NAP 
GROWING INTO A TODDLER REQUIRES A LOT OF 
SLEEP AS AN INFANT- ON AVERAGE, INFANTS SLEEP 
12 TO 16 HOURS A DAY THEIR FIRST YEAR. To help 
ensure every hour of baby's sleep is safe, Lehigh 
Valley Reil ly Children's Hospital and American 
Academy of Pediatrics recommend: 
• Place baby on his or her back to sleep every t ime. 
• Only place baby on a firm, flat mattress in crib, 
with tightly f itted crib sheet. 
• No pillows, bumpers, loose blankets or toys in crib. 
• Share your room, but not your bed, with your baby. 
Your baby should not sleep in an adult bed, couch 
or chair alone or with you or with anyone else. 
• Keep baby's room temperature at 68-72 degrees. 
• Use a crib, bassinet, portable crib or play yard 
that meets current safety standards* and has not 
been recalled. 
• Talk with your baby's doctor if you have any 
questions about safe sleep. 
All LVHN babies receive safe sleep sack 
To help keep baby warm, a wearable sleep 
blanket is a safe and cozy solution. This year, our 
Family Birth and Newborn Centers will present 
every newborn with a wearable sleep sack as a 
gift from Lehigh Valley Reilly Children's Hospital. 
Parents also will receive a set of month stickers to 
mark milestones throughout baby's first year. 4 
*For crib safety guidelines, visit Consumer Product Safety 
Commission at cpsc.gov/ safesleep. 
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
EXPERTS WORKED 
TOGETHER TO SAVE 
MATTHEW HOPE'S LIFE 
MATIHEW HOPE, 61, IS BACK TO 
SAVING STRANDED MOTORISTS. 
As the owner of Hope's Collision 
& Towing, Tamaqua, he knows 
firsthand how grateful drivers are 
when he arrives on the scene. In 
his own life, Hope is grateful for 
his Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute 
care team who came to his rescue 
and helped him beat pancreatic 
cancer in 2018. "I thank God every 
day," he says. 
Energy drain 
Hope's journey began in spring 
2017, when he noticed he was 
more tired than normal and losing 
weight unexpectedly. "I just wasn't 
myself," Hope says. "By 3 p.m. in 
the afternoon, I'd be wiped out. I 
felt something wasn't right." 
An incident during a family va-
cation in July 2017 was the tipping 
point. "I went water skiing, but I 
could barely stay up in the water," 
he says. "I knew it was time to get 
checked." 
Unexpected diagnosis 
After tests at a Tamaqua-area hos-
pital, he was transferred to Lehigh 
Valley Hospital-Cedar Crest where 
a computed tomography (CT) scan 
found a 6-centimeter mass on his 
pancreas. A biopsy confirmed his 
worst fear: pancreatic cancer. 
"I lost my father-in-law to pancre-
atic cancer, and another friend a 
few months before. I couldn't be-
lieve what I was hearing," he says. 
Maged Khalil, MD 
Oncology 
• LVHN.org/Khalil 
Jeffrey Brodsky, MD 
Surgical oncology 
• LVHN.org/Brodsky 
Assembling Matthew's 
dream team 
Hope was introduced to a multidisciplinary 
care team at Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute, 
led by surgical oncologist Jeffrey Brodsky, 
MD, and hematologist oncologist Maged 
Khalil, MD. His team also included experts 
from radiation oncology, genetics, clinical 
research, nursing, radiology, pathology, 
nutrition and social work. "Everyone was 
so warm and welcoming, and full of con-
cern and care," Hope says. 
Chemo paves way for surgery 
The team concluded Hope's first line of 
treatment was chemotherapy to clear lymph 
nodes of cancer and help to downsize his 
tumor. He was enrolled in a National Cancer 
Institute (NCI) clinical trial. 
"Matthew was assigned to aggressive 
chemotherapy with four different drugs," 
says Khalil. "He handled treatment very 
well and completed six cycles over three 
months." 
It worked. All 19 lymph nodes that 
were tested came back negative for cancer 
markers, and his tumor shrunk to 1.2 centi-
meters, a 90 percent improvement. 
Hope for surgical success 
In January 2018, Hope was scheduled for 
surgery. Brodsky is skilled in the Whipple 
procedure, a complex gastrointestinal (GI) 
surgery that is done to remove pancreatic 
cancer while helping to ensure function of 
connected GI organs. 
"I was crying before surgery, and I 
asked Dr. Brodsky, 'Doctor, can you save 
my life?' and he looked straight at me and 
said, 'Of course I can.' He gave me some 
glimmer of hope, and that's all I needed to 
hear. I trusted him so much," Hope says. 
LEH IGH VALLEY CANCER INSTITUTE PATIENT STORY 
Road to survivorship 
Brodsky was able to successfully remove 
the tumor, and Hope steeled himself for 
another six rounds of chemotherapy. That 
would be his final step - Hope has been 
cancer-free for almost two years. 
"I've been doing this for 30 years now, 
and we're finally seeing long-term survi-
vors," Brodsky says. "Almost 50 percent 
of patients used to succumb to disease 
in less than one year. Now, results are 
much better, with multiyear survivors, 
due to more effective chemotherapy and 
treatment plans." 
In it for the long haul 
Hope is back to work doing what he 
loves, but life has changed. He takes 
enzymes to help digest food and finds it 
difficult to gain weight. He's also diabetic 
due to removal of part of his pancreas. 
"It's a whole different way of living, but I 
thank God every day," he says. 
Every six months, he receives scans 
at Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute. "After 
every visit Matt is tearful; he stands up 
and hugs me and his wife, Lisa, and tells 
me , 'I just love to hear your voice when 
you tell me everything's OK,"' Khalil says. 
"I hope that never changes." 
Hope feels forever grateful to Brodsky 
and Khalil. "Those two guys teamed up 
and worked together - they're like a 
dream team," he says. "They treated me 
so special, and we just became friends. 
I couldn't ask for any better care." q 
HEA LT H TI P 
Multidisciplinary care <MDC> clinics 
at Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute 
bring you the best in care for many 
types of cancer, including pancreatic, 
breast, lung and more. Learn more at 
L VH N.org/Cancerlnstitute. 
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IN CASE OF EMERGENCY 
3 STEPS TO PREPARE YOURSELF AND YOUR FAM ILY FOR A MEDICAL EMERGENCY 
Christopher Greb 
Ambulance operations 
Macungie Ambulance Corps 
AT WORK WE HAVE FIRE DRILLS. 
ON A PLANE WE LISTEN TO 
SAFETY PROTOCOLS BEFORE 
TAKEOFF. However, when it 
comes to our own health, we often 
don't have a plan. "Nobody can 
plan for every emergency," says 
Christopher Greb, operations 
manager with Macungie 
Ambulance Corps. "But taking a 
few simple steps ahead of time 
could save your life." 
1 PREPARE NOW Imagine experiencing a stroke. Among other symptoms, you 
suddenly have trouble speaking and 
even understanding others. Once 
emergency medical services (EMS) 
arrives, there is only a limited window 
of time to administer tissue plasmino-
gen activator (tPA), a medication that 
dissolves blood clots. When time is of 
the essence, having the right informa-
tion available can help EMS. 
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STORY BY KATIE CAVENDER 
2 WHAT YOU CAN DO Either utilize the Medical ID feature found in the 
Health app on your iPhone or 
download the Medical ID app from 
Google Play. If you don't want to 
use a smartphone, keep a card 
in your wallet with the following 
information. 
)( Emergency contact info 
)( Medical history: include condi-
tions currently being treated 
)( List of medications: include 
dosage and frequency 
X Allergies 
)( Physician(s) and phone 
number(s) 
X Preferred pharmacy 
X Preferred hospital 
Other documents to have 
accessible include advance di-
rectives like a living will, power of 
attorney and Pennsylvania Orders 
for Life Sustaining Treatment 
(POLST) form. 
Did you now: 
Apple's Hea 
now syncs wit our 
MyLVHN patie t 
portal data. 
Jeffrey Kuklinski, DO 
Emergency medicine 
LVHN.org/ Kuklinski 
3 IN TH E EYE OF THE STORM Emergency situations often feel chaotic. The first step is to call 
911 and try to remain calm. "Ultimately the 
most important information to provide is 
your exact location," Greb says. "Simply 
telling the dispatcher you need help at the 
mall is too vague." 
Listen to instructions from the 911 op-
erator. "They will talk you through steps to 
help yourself or the person you're calling 
on behalf of," says emergency medicine 
physician Jeffrey Kuklinski, DO, with LVPG 
Emergency Medicine. Before EMS arrives, 
take the following steps, if possible: 
)( Unlock doors 
X Gather medications 
)( Secure pets 
X Clear a path to the patient 
)( Gather belongings and medical 
devices that may be needed 
Once EMS arrives, let them 
know your hospital preference. 
As a patient, you have the right to 
choose. "From there, the information 
gathered by EMS cascades to 
the entire emergency care team," 
Kuklinski says. 4 
• 
• Daylight 
Saving Time and 
Your Health 
Natalie Bieber, DO 
Family medicine 
L VH N.org/Bieber 
Richard Strobel, MD 
Pulmonary and critical care 
L VH N.org/Strobel 
STAY ALERT DESPITE THE 
T IME CHANGE 
STORY BY ALISA BOWMAN 
WAKING UP LATE FOR WORK AFTER WE "SPRING 
FORWARD" ON MARCH 8 (SWITCHING FROM EASTERN 
STANDARD TIME TO DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME) ISN'T 
THE ONLY POTENTIAL PERIL OF THE TIME CHANGE. 
Losing sleep also can negatively affect your health. 
Mood, memory, motivation 
"When we lose sleep, it affects all of the systems of the 
body," says family medicine physician Natalie Bieber, 
DO, with LVPG Family Medicine. "We may feel less 
focused and motivated or notice mood and memory 
changes. Sleep loss may weaken our immune systems, 
leaving us more susceptible to viral illness." 
Studies show the time change increases your risk for 
accidents and heart attacks, including a 5.7 percent in-
crease in workplace injuries the Monday after daylight 
saving time starts. Another study found that number of 
heart attacks rose by 5 percent the first few days after 
the clock change. 
Prolonged sleep loss 
"Sleep loss activates the part of the nervous 
system that deals with stress, and this increases 
blood pressure and inflammation," says pul-
monologist Richard Strobel , MD, with LVPG 
Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine. Over a 
prolonged period of time, sleep loss can lead 
to high blood pressure, weight gain, depression 
and other health problems." 
If you typically get plenty of sleep and have 
no risk for heart disease, the time change won't . 
likely affect you However, if you are chroni cally 
sleep deprived, already at high risk for heart 
disease or just want to be on your "A" game, 
here are tips to help you avoid "daylight saving 
syndrome." 
Daylight saving syndrome tips 
o A week before the clock change: Shift your 
sleep schedule. "Go to bed and wake 15 to 30 
minutes earlier than usual," Strobel says. That 
way the clock change won't be as significant a 
shock to your system. 
o The night of the clock change: Resist any 
temptation to induce sleep with alcohol. "While 
it might help you fall asleep, alcohol leads to 
less restful sleep," Bieber says. 
o The first few days after the c lock change: 
Drink plenty of water and reach for wholesome, 
high-fiber foods rather than sugar-coated treats. 
An apple with peanut butter makes for a great 
energizing breakfast. 
• For the rest of the year: Prioritize sleep, 
aiming for seven to eight hours every night. Also 
get plenty of exercise, as it helps improve sleep, 
and keep your wake time consistent weekdays 
and weekends.4 
HEALTH TIP 
If you have trouble getting enough 
sleep or feeling rested, a sleep study 
could help you find answers. 
Caii888-402·LVHN (5846) to learn 
more about sleep medicine at LVHN. 
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'T o protect your child 
from losing heat, 
make sure head, neck 
and hands are covered, 
and add one additional 
layer than an adult." 
Sarah Jones Sapienza, MD 
Your Guide 
to Winter 
Safety 
TIPS TO KEEP EVERYONE IN 
YOUR FAMILY WARM AND SAFE 
STORY BY RICHARD LALIBERTE 
Sarah Jones Sapienza, MD 
Pediatric trauma 
L VH N.org/JonesSapienza 
WINTER IS UPON US- ALONG WITH SAFETY THREATS FOR BOTH 
ADULTS AND CH ILDREN FROM THE FROSTY REALITIES OF COLD 
TEMPERATURES, ACCUMULATING SNOW AND SLIPPERY ICE. 
"People should mind the weather but also know their capabilities 
and realize that conditions can change quickly," says physical 
therapist assistant Lauren DiLisio with LVHN Rehabilitation, Health 
& Wellness Center at Hazleton in Hazle Township. That's true for 
everyone, but "children need additional protection in specific 
ways," says Sarah Jones Sapienza, MD, medical director of Pediatric 
Trauma Services at Lehigh Valley Reilly Children's Hospital. Here 
are steps to help ensure safety at every age. 
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Scope out play areas 
Going sledding? Make sure slopes don't 
have solid obstacles like trees or rocks, 
or end on a road. "Forbid playing on 
streets," Sapienza says. "Snowbanks limit 
visibility, and ice can make it harder for 
cars to stop." 
Insist on helmets 
Protective headwear is a must for any 
child on skis or a snowboard. "They should 
also be instructed before hitting the 
slopes, ideally by a trained instructor but 
at minimum by a knowledgeable family 
member or friend," Sapienza says. 
Beware hoodie hazards 
Hood strings and scarves can become 
noose-like strangulation hazards. "Tuck 
strings down the garment neck or outfit 
kids with a contained garment like a bala-
clava (ski mask)," Sapienza says. 
Devin Jepson 
Physical therapy 
Shovel smart 
Before shoveling, warm up 
muscles with light activity 
and stretches to help 
prevent strains. Don't rush. 
"Instead, take breaks every 
10 minutes to avoid fatigue 
and injuries due to poor 
form," says physical therapist 
Devin Jepson, OPT, with 
Rehabilitation Services-One 
City Center. Push snow 
instead of lifting whenever 
possible. When you do lift, 
scoop light loads, lift with 
your legs and throw using 
your feet to turn your entire 
body rather than twisting 
your spine. 
Carry sunscreen and water 
"Kids (and adults) can still get sunburned 
in winter," Sapienza says. Apply sunscreen 
on exposed areas and reapply according 
to label directions. Keep children hydrated, 
as cold, dry air saps body moisture even 
though cool temps may prevent youngsters 
from noticing they're sweating. 
Prevent frostbite and hypothermia 
"Red and tingling fingers indicate that if they stay 
outside, ice crystals may form in cells and cause irre-
versible damage," Sapienza says. Shivering, especially 
in wet clothes, signals difficulty maintaining core body 
temperature. Get kids indoors before they become any 
colder. If kids slur speech or seem clumsy, call9ll. 
Video visit 
If you or a child have a minor injury or illness, 
medical help may be a click away - useful if travel is 
hazardous or you'd rather stay home. Schedule an 
LVHN Video Visit through MyLVHN and have your 
video visit via smartphone. With a video visit, you 
can get help for minor illnesses like coughs, cold or 
f lu, ear pain, rashes, and muscle strains and sprains. 
Learn more at LVHN.org/videovisits. 
Make nice with ice 
"Often, people don't realize they're 
walking on ice," says outpatient 
physical therapist Joshua Brennan, 
OPT, with LVHN Rehabilitation 
Services- Mountain Healthcare Center 
at Tobyhanna. Look carefully where 
you tread, especially on mixed wet-
and-dry surfaces. "Puddles that look 
Joshua Brennan 
Physical therapy 
completely melted often have ice under the water," 
Brennan says. Take short steps to keep your center 
of gravity close to your body, and use a waddling, 
penguin-like gait, which is more stable than a front-
to-back stride. Wear shoes with good traction or 
slip a pair of stretchy cleat straps (available from 
sporting goods retailers) over footwear. 
Lauren Dilisio 
Physical therapy 
Drive to survive 
"I often see people wearing 
a light jacket in the car, think-
ing they'll just dash in when 
they arrive," says DiLisio. "But 
in our area, you could get 
stranded when conditions 
suddenly change." Dress for 
cold even when conditions 
seem tame and keep your 
car stocked with warm blan-
kets, water and food. Keep 
your fuel tank filled: "Running 
your car will be your only 
source of heat if you get 
stranded," DiLisio says. 4 
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LEHIGH VALLEY REILLY CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL FEATURE STORY 
Doc You Should Know: 
Pediatric Plastic Surgeon 
PLUS: EIGHT UNEXPECTED TIM ES YOUR 
CHILD MIGHT NEED THI S SPECIA LIST 
STORY BY RICK MARTUSCELLI 
YOU EXPECT KIDS TO GET CUTS, SCRAPES AND BRUISES. BUT 
SOMETIMES, A CHILD HAS A PROBLEM THAT NEEDS CARE 
FROM A DOCTOR WHO SPECIALIZES IN HELPING CHILDREN 
LOOK LIKE THEIR BEAUTIFUL SELVES. 
"Children can have scars that prevent skin from growing into 
an adult-sized body," says Wellington Davis III, MD, the region's 
only dedicated pediatric surgeon with Lehigh Valley Reilly Chil-
dren's Hospital and LVPG Pediatric Surgical Specialties. "Kids 
also can have conditions that affect appearance and may cause 
them to be teased or bullied." 
8 REASONS WHY A CHILD MAY NEED A 
PEDIATRIC PLASTIC SURGEON 
1 Trauma results in stitches and scars: Massage techniques and silicone 
injections can help minimize appearance 
of scars on the face or cosmetically 
sensitive areas such as hands and arms. 
2 Remove birthmarks, moles or lesions: If an abnormality obstructs vision, a 
pediatric plastic surgeon can remove it. 
In other areas, a balloon can be implanted 
under the abnormality to stretch the 
skin. When the abnormality is removed, 
cosmetic repairs are made using the 
stretched skin. 
3 Remove dermoid cysts: Although these fluid-filled cysts are present at birth 
and commonly located on the brow, they're 
typically not diagnosed unW age 2 or later. 
Pediatric plastic surgeons remove dermoid 
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cysts by making an incision in the eyelid, an 
inconspicuous area that heals well. 
4 Skin lesion bleeds: A tiny red spot on your child's skin is usually no big 
deal. Sometimes these skin lesions grow 
and bleed. When they do, they should be 
removed. 
5 Child is teased or bullied for appearance: It often happens to kids 
who have large ears or boys who have 
excess breast tissue. "Because these 
conditions result in bullying, I fight for 
patients to ensure surgery is covered by 
insurance," Davis says. 
6 Earring is stuck in earlobe: It happens all the time. When earrings are left in 
too long, the backing erodes the skin and 
causes it to get stuck. 
7 Following facial fracture: When fracture causes deformities to the 
eye socket, surgery is performed to 
reconstruct the area. If a nose injury 
causes it to become crooked or hinders 
breathing, surgery may be needed. 
8 Wound isn't healing: It may be a problem with blood supply or an 
infection. A pediatric plastic surgeon 
can diagnose the cause and recommend 
treatment. 
Other care pediatric plastic 
surgeons provide: 
• Remove extra fingers and toes 
• Repair cleft lip and palate 
• Remodel abnormally shaped skull 4 
HEALTH TIP 
Did you know many pediatric 
plastic surgeries are covered 
by insurance? To learn more or 
schedule an appointment, 
caii888-402-LVHN (5846). 
LEHI GH VALLEY INSTITUTE FOR SURGICAL EXCELLENCE PATIE NT STORY 
INNOVATIVE ROBOTIC 
SURGERY SYSTEM, 
ONE OF JUST A FEW 
IN THE WORLD 
STORY BY TED WILLIAMS 
FRED SCHLERF AWOKE FROM A 
SURGICAL PROCEDURE TO REMOVE 
AN OBSTRUCTED KIDNEY IN AUGUST 
2019 FEELING NOTHING MORE THAN 
A UTILE SHOULDER SORENESS. When 
he discovered the entire procedure was 
performed through one small incision, he 
figured there was only one explanation. 
"They must have stood on my chest to 
yank out my kidney through that small hole," 
jokes Schlerf. "I felt ready to go home." 
Schlerf went home the next day, with the 
distinction of being the second patient at 
Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)-Cedar Crest 
to undergo a procedure using the new da 
Vinci SP' (single port) robotic surgery sys-
tem. Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN) 
is the only health network in the region 
using the latest da Vinci robotic system, 
and one of very few in the world to have 
implemented the single-port system. 
Game-changing surgical 
approach 
All robotic surgery offers fewer 
incisions, less postoperative pain, 
and shorter hospital stays and 
recovery time. But the single-port 
system presents a new frontier. 
"This is a game-changer," says 
urologist Angelo Baccala, MD, 
with LVPG Urology and chief, 
division of urology at LVHN. "The 
single-port system gives the 
surgeon much more flexibility to 
work in narrow areas within the 
body. While multiple-port systems 
allow movements left and right, 
up and down, the single port can 
move 360 degrees. We're only 
scratching the surface with what 
this system can do." 
Trusted care 
Schlerf had complete confidence 
in Baccala, given he had removed 
his cancerous bladder, prostate and 
lymph nodes in 2017 through tradi-
tional robotic surgery. In January 
2019, the 81-year'{)ld retiree had a 
tube inserted to assist function in 
an obstructed left kidney through 
interventional radiology. Eventually, 
the decision was made to remove 
the kidney through single-port 
robotic surgery. 
"I thought they were trying to get 
me into every operating room they 
have there," Schlerf says. "But I feel 
as good as I have in some time." 
Schlerf and his wife, Betty, have 
two children, both of whom recently 
moved to North Carolina. They're 
considering making the move 
themselves. 
"But we're unsure about leaving 
Dr. Baccala and everyone at LVHN," 
Betty Schlerf says. "And Fred thinks 
they will miss him." 4 
HEALTH TIP 
Watch our video at 
LVHN.org/singleport to learn 
more about the single port robot, 
the only one in the region. 
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LEHIGH VALLEY INSTITUTE FOR SURG ICAL EXCELLENCE PATI ENT STORY 
Guillermo Garcia, MD 
Bariatric surgery 
• LVHN.org/Garcia 
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TONI'S TRANSFORMATION 
A TRAGIC TURNING POINT SET TONI WAGNER 
ON A PATH TO SELF-DISCOVERY AND W EIGHT LOSS 
STORY BY KATIE CAVENDER 
IN 2016, TONI WAGNER OF BETHLEHEM 
LOST HER HUSBAND AND SUDDENLY 
BECAME A SINGLE MOM. That was her 
turning point. "I knew I had to make a 
change to live for my son," says Wagner. 
Weight had crept up on her over the 
years. "I put on the freshman 15 in col-
lege and just kept adding," Wagner says. 
Side effects of her weight included sleep 
apnea and high blood pressure, but the 
biggest impact was low self-esteem. 
She avoided social activities and 
pictures. "I became isolated, didn't want 
to go out or to be social. I was worried 
people would comment on how much 
weight I had gained," Wagner says. "I 
was withdrawn and in that place for a 
longtime." 
Reclaiming her self-worth 
.After her husband's death, Wagner started 
going to therapy where she gained coping 
skills to control the powerful emotions 
of grief and self-doubt. Ultimately, she 
recognized her self-worth. "I reclaimed 
my identity and reclaimed who I was as 
a person," says Wagner. Once she made 
strides to achieve emotional health, 
Wagner was ready for her body to reflect 
who she was on the inside. 
Weight-loss support 
With her family support system by 
her side, Wagner turned to the bar-
iatrics team at Lehigh Valley Hospital 
(LVH)-Muhlenberg. "There are multiple 
support groups that patients can attend 
at different stages of their weight-loss 
journey. We have medical weight-loss 
Sophia Michailidis, DO 
Bariatric medicine 
L VH N.org/Michailidis 
providers, nutritionists and behavioral 
health specialists who can help pa-
tients, as well," says Guillermo Garcia, 
MD, with LVPG General and Bariatric 
Surgery. 
"Meeting with the behavioral 
health specialist allowed me to talk 
through my emotions and changes," 
says Wagner. "Dr. (Sophia) Michailidis, 
Dr. Garcia and the whole team at 
Lehigh Valley Health Network 
provided me with personal support 
and got me mentally and physically 
prepared for surgery." 
Living in the present 
In July 2018, the Northampton 
County resident had gastric sleeve 
weight-loss surgery close to home 
at LVH-Muhlenberg that resulted in 
an 85-pound weight loss. In addition 
to staying active and eating fewer 
carbs and sweets, Wagner meditates 
to help maintain her emotional health 
and feel present in the moment. "I 
journal. The process of writing out my 
thoughts and feelings helps me put 
things in perspective," says Wagner. 
Now, she looks forward to seeing 
people and is making up for lost time 
by taking as many pictures as she 
can. "You have to work on your inside 
first. It's a complete transformation," 
says Wagner. 4 
Breathing 
Easier 
MOM TURNS TO LEHIGH 
VALLEY REILLY CHILDREN'S 
HOSPITAL FOR SON'S 
AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION 
STORY BY KIRSTIN REED 
Roy Rajan, MD 
Pediatric surgery 
LVH N.org/Rajan 
LEHIGH VALLEY REILLY CH IL DREN'S HOSPITAL PATIENT STORY 
AT 11 MONTHS, SPENCER DEAN 
WASN'T DEVELOPING LI KE HE SHOULD 
HAVE BEEN. 
"He had breathing issues and was 
spitting up a lot. Imagine waterfalls of 
spit up," says Spencer's mother, Jessica 
Dean. "Everyone told me it was probably 
just reflux, but I had a gut feeling it was 
something more." 
When Spencer's symptoms persisted, 
Jessica made an appointment with 
pediatric ear, nose and throat (ENT) 
specialist Roy Rajan, MD, with LVPG 
Pediatric Surgical Specialties. 
Noisy breathing 
"Spe ncer was a very loud breather," says 
Jessica. "You could hear him breathing 
from across the room." 
Rajan diagnosed Spencer with laryngo-
malacia, a condition that causes tissues 
above the vocal cords to partially collapse 
into the airway when inhaling. A sign of 
laryngomalacia is stridor - noisy breathing. 
In mild to moderate cases, 
no intervention is required. 
Stridor typically pres-
ents within the firs t week 
of a child's life and can 
progress over the course of 
four to six months, often re-
solving by 18 to 24 months. 
"The inspiratory stridor 
- noisy inhaling - can be 
high-pitched or can sound 
like a snore ," Raj an says. 
"Typically the sound will be worse during 
or after feeding or when a child lies on his 
or her back." 
Spencer's life-changing surgery 
Spencer's laryngomalacia didn't im-
prove over time , so Raj an recommended 
a procedure called supraglottoplasty. 
This procedure alters the anatomy of the 
supraglottis - the area above the voice 
box - by removing excess tissue to prevent 
collapse into the airway. 
"The care at Lehigh Valley Reilly Chil-
dren's Hospital was absolutely excellent. 
We were informed every step of the way, 
and we had zero complications," Jessica 
says. "After the surgery, Spencer was a to-
tally different kid. The spitting up stopped 
immediately, and his breathing improved 
significantly after a couple of weeks. Now, 
he's a happy and rambunctious toddler," 
she says. 
Pediatric ENT expertise 
Rajan and colleague Sri K. Chennupati, MD, 
are the only pediatric ENT specialists in 
the Lehigh Valley. Raj an's role in caring for 
kids with airway issues exte nds beyond 
his surgical expertise. "When I see kids 
with laryngomalacia, especially when it's 
severe, parents are scared," he says. "We 
make sure they are informed about the 
diagnosis and treatment options. We put 
them at ease." 
Thanks to Lehigh Valley Reilly Chil-
dren's Hospital, Spencer and his family 
didn't have to travel far for an expert diag-
nosis and life-changing surgery . .-;). 
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